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INTRODUCTION
Digital transformation is a huge topic of interest in the industry but
how many marketing leaders are planning for it? Senior business
professionals are busy strategising how to cope with the proliferation of
digital devices and what this means for their organisations.
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According to a global survey by Cisco, 45 per cent of companies do not see digital
disruption as worthy of board-level attention. Furthermore, 43 per cent either do
not acknowledge the risks of digital disruption or have decided to not address it.
Only 25 per cent describe their approach to digital disruption as proactive and are
willing to disrupt themselves in order to compete.
The Drum, in association with Akamai – a leading content delivery network (CDN)
and cloud services provider – brought together leaders from brands and agencies
at a roundtable summit to explore how digital disruption is impacting marketers
in the industry.
The aim of this report is to stimulate debate and conversation among both
individuals and companies about how the marketing industry can finally deliver
the true potential of digital transformation. The report outlines the key issues
discussed and what the future holds for digital transformation. It is hoped that
the report will act as a useful catalyst for further debates and discussion.

Luca Collacciani
senior director, Web & Security, EMEA
Akamai
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WHAT IS DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION?
According to an IDC study, the market for professional services around digital

bit – there’s this huge adjustment period going on. What does it mean? How do

transformation is expected to reach $218 billion by 2020. But with so many

businesses deal with it?” she asks.

different interpretations, digital transformation can be hard to define. Perhaps
McKinsey & Company put it most aptly: “Digital isn’t merely a thing – it’s a new
way of doing things. Many companies are focused on developing a digital strategy
when they should instead focus on integrating digital into all aspects of the

Practical futurist Andrew Grill points to the fact that the challenge of tackling digital
transformation is trickling down from the top – board leaders feel very uneasy
about the best way to approach this transformational period.

business, from channels and processes and data to the operating model, incentives

“When it comes to the question, ‘How do we transform the business?’ no one is

and culture.”

doing it well and I think this is partly because the top is paralysed with fear. It’s not

The roundtable began by discussing what is meant by the term ‘digital

all about technology, it’s about the entire cultural shift,” he says.
Jerry Daykin, head of digital media partnerships

transformation’. While the common perception tends to be that digital
transformation always revolves around technology, most of the attendees believe
there are other factors at play.
Some companies are rushing to implement new technologies without thinking
through some of the challenges this approach may present. This is perhaps
summed up best by Marc Curtis, head of labs at TMW Unlimited: “Senior people
just want a ‘thing’ they can drop in and that is ‘Oh we brought Adobe now we
have done transformation’,” he says. “Everything is in a constant state of digital
transformation. Trying to define it as a destination is not useful.”
He adds: “It’s an alignment of consumer expectations with a business’s ability to
take advantage. We as consumers are already immersed in the digital world and
our expectations largely drive the direction of certain types of technology in the
marketing world.”
Natalie Billingham, vice president of media sales and UK managing director at

Marc Curtis,
head of labs
TMW Unlimited

at Diageo goes one step further, and says digital
transformation is “one of those do or die things”.
“For the first time, your employees, customers and

We as consumers
are already immersed
in the digital world
and our expectations
largely drive the
direction of certain
types of technology in
the marketing world.

competitors all probably have more cutting-edge
technology than your own business,” he says.
“Digitisation is a slightly clunky way of saying,
‘How do we as businesses respond to that?’ People
have changed and either we keep up with that or
we don’t.”
For Natalie Gross, managing partner of TH_NK and
president of BIMA, “It’s better outcomes: whether
it’s business, people and customers and it’s driving
that through the different technologies.”

Akamai, agrees that it’s not just about new technologies, it’s about people. “The
proliferation of digital devices has brought challenges and that’s the disruption
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ARE
TRADITIONAL
COMPANY
STRUCTURES
THE PROBLEM?

Publicis CEO Arthur Sadoun recently stated: “This is a race. It’s a race to be
relevant.” As technologies advance at a phenomenal rate, senior leaders are
struggling to keep up – whether it’s setting a digital strategy or adapting
organisational structures. In PWC’s 20th CEO Survey, the speed of technological
change is highlighted as a concern by 59 per cent of UK CEOs (against 70 per
cent of all CEOs globally).
According to a recent report by eMarketer, only 21 per cent of marketers have
adopted digital transformation programmes. In addition, only nine per cent of
marketers admitted to having a strategy in place for two years. Referring to the
statistic, Daykin believes that the figure is probably higher.
“I would say a much higher percentage of marketers in business are tackling
digital in some way. They just perhaps don’t call it digital transformation,”
he says.
For Curtis, people’s personal agendas might be getting in the way of the wider
goals of the company. “You’ve still got people at the core of it and those
people are thinking, ‘I’m retiring in 20 years’.
And that’s your problem,” he says. “Because
Jerry Daykin
head of digital media partnerships
Diageo

if I am 50 years old and I’ve only got ten years
left in the business, screw disruption and
change. I just want to cash out.”

I would say a much
higher percentage of
marketers in business
are tackling digital in
some way. They just
perhaps don’t call it
digital transformation.
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Digital transformation can be a tricky game,
adds Rafe Blandford, mobile strategist at
DigitasLBi. “Businesses are made up of value
chains and they are changing all the time
through mergers or business processes,”
he says. “But when they are fundamentally
transformed that’s when you are doing proper
business transformation. Senior stakeholders
don’t like change because it’s risky.”
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CAN HIERARCHY COPE
WITH DISRUPTION?

talk to each other,” he says. “About two years ago a very famous luxury brand in Italy
spent half a million dollars driving an ad campaign, and the website crashed. All because
they were not talking to each other.”
For Curtis, CMOs have insufficient time in their position to start implementing changes.
“Most of them are in their post for only 18 months which means that in the first year of

While the attendees agree that coping with unprecedented change is viewed as ‘risky’

their tenure, they are not going to see any changes. And in the last six months, there’s

by senior board members, the discussion then turns to what the future board of

nothing they can do anyway.”

companies will look like. Will the role of the chief marketing officer (CMO) exist in ten
years’ time?
Major companies in the industry are taking some strategic risks. Coca-Cola recently
axed its global CMO role and established a new position: chief growth officer. The role
combines global marketing, customer and commercial leadership.

So what does the future structure of the board look like? For Gross, the ingredients of the
board will need to change. “In terms of how that will manifest it remains to be seen. The
chief digital officer (CDO) is a nonsense role and it will go away very quickly,” she adds.
Most of the panel agree that the role of the CDO is a transitional one and only
developed because the marketing function did not have strong enough digital and IT

According to Nicole Yershon, consultant and former head of Ogilvy Labs, most of the

skills. By the same token, the lead IT person does not have a wide enough grasp of the

time the CMO “even at board level” is not having these conversations. She recounts

science of marketing. As graduates are coming up the ranks with the requisite marketing/

her experience 15 years ago at Ogilvy and Mather where one business maverick faced

digital/tech skills all rolled into one, the CDO role is

dire consequences for daring to challenge the status quo.

increasingly becoming redundant.

“I got somebody in from INSEAD, a graduate business school who had an MBA and

Andrew Grill
practical futurist

Grill sums up this point: “I’ve heard actual CDOs

understood business and creativity. She tried to implement a business transformation

explain that yes, they see their role as transient and

programme aimed more at CEO level: because she understood supply chains and

expect themselves not to be needed in a few years.”

everything about business which wasn’t just marketing,” she explains. “She lasted 18
months before they fired her because they were frightened as they didn’t know where
she was sitting in the business. Her levels of conversation were totally different to the
marketing conversations which were bright pink and fluffy in comparison.”
Luca Collacciani, senior director of web and security, EMEA, at Akamai thinks the
c-suite has a major communication problem – something which is impacting digital
transformation.

I’ve heard actual
CDOs explain that yes,
they see their role as
transient and expect
themselves not to be
needed in a few years.

However, some of the attendees feel strongly that
some members of the c-suite will remain in place. As
Curtis retorts: “You will always have a CEO”.
Yershon disagrees, adding that companies will
resort to a non-hierarchical structure. She says this is
inevitable as “hierarchy cannot cope with disruption”.

“In big companies around Europe, I see that the CIO, CTO, CMO, CEO and COO don’t
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GDPR WILL SHAKE
UP ADVERTISING
The new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will be enforced
across Europe in May 2018. The aim of GDPR is to give consumers back
the control over their data – by tightening the use and retention of
customer data. How will this impact the advertising model?
Grill says there is no doubt the new regulation will impact digital
transformation. He also adds that marketers should see it as an
opportunity to break out of their traditional mindsets to adopt a more
consumer-centric model.
“Marketers can use GDPR to say: we have to change legally,” he says.
“But have people at the top thought about the consumer-centric model?
Advertising will change and the old model will cease to exist.

Andrew Grill
Practical futurist

“When the consumer owns its data, a company like Diageo or Nike will
have to ask the consumer, ‘Do we have permission to advertise to you?’
and the consumer will be able to say no. There will be a data broker and
if I say I’m not interested in alcohol; the company won’t bother vying for
my attention,” he adds.
Daykin agrees and finds this approach smart: “As an alcohol advertiser,
for years we’ve gone through due diligence for people who don’t want
to see ads for religious or health reasons. We avoid all pregnancy content
for instance. If someone can just say, ‘hey guys I just don’t want you in my
timeline’, it’s great for us because we know they are never going to buy
from us.”
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When the consumer
owns its data, a
company like Diageo
or Nike will have to
ask them, ‘Do we
have permission to
advertise to you?’ and
the consumer will be
able to say no.
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INTERNET
OF THINGS –
PROCEED
WITH CAUTION?
Research firm IDC predicts that the Internet of Things (IoT) will generate nearly
nine trillion dollars in annual sales by 2020. Meanwhile Cisco has forecasted that
50 billion devices will be able to connect to the internet by 2020.
So how are organisations dealing with IoT? According to research findings
by Inmarsat, a leading provider of global mobile satellite communications, IoT
has become the number one priority for 92 per cent of organisations. But when
it came to maximising its potential, security emerged as a major challenge.
Forty-seven per cent of respondents believe their employers need to rethink
their approach to data security while 45 per cent blame a lack of skills for being
unable to deploy IoT sufficiently.
Speaking on the capabilities and security issues of IoT, the consensus among the
attendees is that while the potential for marketing is huge – the security holes
remain a challenge. As Collacciani points out, “Everything you can programme,
you can hack”.
Coming from an alcohol advertising industry perspective, Daykin admits to
taking a “very cautious approach” when it comes to sticking their products in
people’s homes. “How do you do it in a responsible way?” he asks.
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DATA
EXPLOSION
The IoT will generate a huge amount of data. IDC predicts that the world’s

“The scandals surrounding Hillary Clinton show how easily security breaches can

data will amount to 44 zettabytes (ZB) by 2020 – and 10% of it will be

happen. Clinton got hacked because a phishing email went to John Podesta

from IoT.

to say your password has been reset, so he essentially sent his password to

Blandford believes that the amount of data created will be used to better
target people. “For marketers it’s going to drive more advertising into the
automated programmatic space where you can respond instantly,” he says.

the hackers and they got access to his Gmail. That was the weakest link. You
should assume you will get hacked.
“No matter how much AI you’ve got and everything else, you need to have
another lock. I’ve got a two-factor code on everything that supports it. It
means that I am at a lower level of threat than other people are,” he warns.

‘TOO MANY WEAK LINKS IN THE CHAIN’
Coming back to the security point, Curtis says it will be impossible to plug all
of the security gaps, because there are “too many weak links in the chain”.

Luca Collacciani
senior director of web and security
EMEA at Akamai

in the armour. But the bigger problem
is bots. “Bots are really messing up ad

In the future, he thinks it will become about who has the strongest artificial

campaigns and are bombarding websites

intelligence capabilities “to either exploit or patch holes” in IoT devices.

during promotional campaigns,” he says.

He adds: “You will see loads of products in the market which promise to look
at your system and guard it in an intelligent way. Security will always be an
issue though.”
Grill refers to the under-utilisation of two-factor authentication on devices. He
recalls his experience of asking an entire digital marketing team of 300 people
whether they had two-factor authentication enabled. Only “12 hands went up”
and the rest “probably didn’t know what it is.” He says it is important to always
assume the worst, and then work from there.
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For Collacciani, email is the weakest link

Bots are really
messing up ad
campaigns and
are bombarding
websites during
promotional
campaigns.

“They take special offers and sell it right
away on eBay. These are big issues.”
Blandford agrees that there will always be
security holes but adds that the next big
technology company will be the one that
solves the problem by making trust
a “public utility”.
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THE FUTURE:
ALGORITHMS,
MIXED REALITY
AND AI
For the concluding part of the session, the discussion turns to what the
future holds for digital transformation. Mixed reality, the merging of real

ALGORITHMS WILL WARP OUR
PERCEPTIONS OF THE WORLD

and virtual worlds to create new environments, has been generating a lot

Curtis refers to how algorithms are gaining power, which is being

of interest. Microsoft’s CEO Satya Nadella, in his keynote address, recently

mediated by technology powerhouses like Google and Facebook.

spoke about how mixed reality and virtual reality can improve teamwork

“In our news feed, we are presented

in organisations.

with things the algorithms think we

Augmented Reality (AR), the use of technology to overlay new information

Jerry Daykin
head of digital media partnerships
Diageo

need to see, in order to be happy,”
he says. “If this continues,

on top of existing environments, is also being experimented with by

then my whole world will be skewed

businesses. Apple’s new ARKit technology, one of the features in IOS 11, lets

by an algorithm and who

users visualise how furniture will look in their home, for instance.
Daykin goes as far as saying that even though nobody’s noticed, Apple
has “changed the world” with this new development.
“It has nothing to do with their iPhone,” he says. “It’s because this is the first
credible consumer usage. AR is going to be talked about for a decade and
this will be the first time you will be able to use it for a positive purpose, like
for measuring a table.”
The advance of machine learning techniques will drive most of the powerful

AR is going to be talked
about for a decade and
this will be the first time
you will be able to use
it for a positive purpose,
like for measuring
a table.

is managing that?” he asks.
In the future, Blandford says the ‘always-on’ culture will become “fragmented across lots of devices” - as
“humans will do anything to reduce
their cognitive workload”.

experiences in AR in the next five years, adds Blandford.
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ABOUT AKAMAI
If you’ve ever shopped online, downloaded music, watched a web video or

CONCLUSION

connected to work remotely, you’ve probably used Akamai’s cloud platform.
Akamai helps businesses connect the hyperconnected, empowering them to
transform and reinvent their business online. We remove the complexities of
technology so you can focus on driving your business forward faster – enabling
you to embrace trends like cloud, mobile and media, while overcoming the

As the discussion comes to an end, there is consensus that digital transformation

challenges presented by security threats and the need to reach users globally.

is more than simply being about technology – it’s about consumers driving

Customers trust our cloud platform to securely deliver high-performing

innovations. But in order to stand a fair chance in the competitive digital

user experiences to any device, anywhere. Reaching globally and delivering

landscape, senior board leaders need to not only communicate better among

locally, The Akamai Intelligent Platform™ provides customers with unmatched

themselves: they need to look outward and deploy new strategies to cope with

reliability, security and visibility for their online businesses.

this seismic change.

Akamai is the global leader in Content Delivery Network (CDN) services,

While acting fast is important, brands also need to proceed with a degree of

making the internet fast, reliable and secure for its customers. The company’s

caution. Digital devices integrated with IoT capabilities are exciting innovations

advanced web performance, mobile performance, cloud security and media

– but they are also fraught with danger. As noted by the attendees, businesses

delivery solutions are revolutionising how businesses optimise consumer,

need to assume they will always be hacked, and act accordingly.

enterprise and entertainment experiences for any device, anywhere.

However, the unprecedented growth of data will also enable marketers to create
more personalised campaigns. If brands pay close attention – the opportunity is
there for the taking.

ABOUT THE DRUM STUDIOS
The Drum is a global media platform and the biggest marketing website
in Europe.
Every day we share industry news from around the globe, and every fortnight
we showcase world-changing marketing in our magazine.
With bases in Glasgow, London, New York and Singapore, our award-winning
journalists inform and inspire our global readership, delivering first-class content
across all mediums.
The Drum Studios is the branded content arm of The Drum, working in
collaboration with our commercial clients to deliver content their customers love.
We use unrivalled audience understanding and editorial expertise to create
compelling brand stories that help drive more business.
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